Fleet
Management
Solutions
First Responders

Increase Efficiency and Reduce Liability
 Reduce Response Times

 Gain Operations Insight

Optimize routing and dispatching more effectively
with live tracking of vehicles as well as the ability to
dispatch the closest vehicle to an emergency

Install solutions and sensors that automatically pull
operational data that is then formatted into reports to
dictate decision

 Ensure Safety

 Track Non-Powered Assets

Reduce risk to the public and drivers by continuously
coaching and educating drivers in how to avoid
dangerous situations while on route

Track high value non-powered assets to reduce theft
and ensure the asset’s location is accounted for
during inventory
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Top Concerns We Address

Fleet Optimization

Vehicle Upkeep

Keep response time down in emergency
situations by dispatching vehicles efficiently
and keep track of non-powered assets
changes

Manage vehicle health remotely with total
visibility of sudden mechanical concerns or
upcoming maintenance to reduce sudden
breakdowns

Increasing Safety

Fleet Oversight

Reduce risk to the public and drivers by
continuously coaching and educating
drivers

Understand every aspect of your fleet
to meet safety, efficiency and public
standards
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Improve Fleet Oversight
And Maintain Safety

Geotabs & Asset Trackers

GoTalk

Track mobile units in real-time with
options to dispatch close vehicles while
monitoring the location of non-powered
assets in vehicles

Provide real-time feedback to drivers
abouttheir road safety and performance
to drive long-term coaching initiatives with
simple alerts

ZenduCAM

ZenduForms

Encourage safe driving habits and
maintain liability coverage by having
cameras recording possible violations
or patient concerns

Generate digital forms which can be filled
out and shared with data automatically
integrating into your organizations
systems

ZenScore

Mobileye

Detect driving incidents and optimize fleets
by tracking driver behaviour to determine
who may be prone to dangerous activity

Detect and provide lane departure
warnings with forward collision detection
with in-cab alerts to prevent driving
incidents from happening
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We don’t just provide another fleet tracking system.
We are in the business of providing you a solution. Our fleet consultants work with you to understand your
business. We help you implement solutions based on everyday pain areas and industry best practices. Of
course it helps having the industry’s most powerful and reliable GPS vehicle tracking system, but the real
difference is made in our customer service. Let us show you the GoFleet difference.

Implement
an
equipment
maintenance
management program with solutions that analyze
engine data against best practices

 Keep incidents low by using advanced collision
prevention solutions that alert drivers if they are
approaching another vehicle or pedestrian

 Know the real-time location of vehicles and
deliveries with trackers that show visibility of fleets
and customers

 Reduce environmental strain and keep costs low
with fuel management programs that monitor fuel
utilization against industry KPIs

 Integrate smart dash cameras that record not only
the events leading up to an incident, but HD footage
of the driver to monitor for unsafe behaviour

 Measure, monitor and report on nearly anything
with IOX expandability

Learn how we’re changing fleet management at gofleet.com

ZenduMaintenance

ZenduCAM

Automatically generate work orders,
track your parts inventory, schedule
downtime, and more

Leverage connected cameras to
monitor the driving behaviour to
encourage driving habits

Zendu TimeCard

ZenduLearn

Record and keep track of driver work
hours with data that shows when
someone clocks-in and -out

Digital training that allows for quick
course deployment, tracking and
personalization

ZenduForms

ZenduWork

Create custom forms with location
recording, geofencing and approval
requirements built-in
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Access all dispatching and work
order tools to increase efficiency
and productivity

 gofleet.com

